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The Lefschetz number of an involution on the space of
classes of positive definite quadratic forms

J. ROHLFS(1)

Introduction

It is well known [2: §2] that the set of positive definite quadratic forms on
Rn, n € N, with déterminant 1 can be identified with the symmetric space X
SOn (R)\Sln (R). Hère we use standard notation. Suppose that F is a subgroup of
finite index in Sln (Z). Then two positive definite quadratic forms qu q2*Rn"^R
are called F-equivalent if there exists y € F such that qi q2o y- The space of
F-equivalence classes of positive definite quadratic forms with déterminant 1 thus

corresponds bijectively to X/F.
The map A*->rA: tA~1 sending a matrix A to the transpose of the inverse

matrix induces an involution r on X. If F is t-stable we hâve an induced
involution on X/F. Dénote by H*(X/r, Q) the singular cohomology with coefficients

Q. It is well known that H*(X/T, Q) H*(r, Q) where on the right side we
hâve abstract group cohomology. The map r induces maps t1:H'(F, Q)—>
H1 (F, Q) with trace tr(rl). We define the Lefschetz number of t and F by

oo

L(T,r)=I(-l)Itr(T1).
1=0

For F r{m), m > 3, the full congruence subgroup mod m of Sln (Z) we will give
an explicit formula for L(t, r(m)). If, for example, m and n are odd we get

L(t, r{m)) mnin

Hère £( dénotes the Riemann zêta function. Hence the Lefschetz number is

computable in terms of Bernoulli numbers. The second product has to be taken

over ail prime divisors of m. Similar formulas (see 5.6) hold in the other cases.

U)Supported by the Sonderforschungsbereich "Theoretische Mathematik" at the University of
Bonn.
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Not too much is known about H*(F, Q) itself. Some information has been
obtained by Harder [7], Borel and Serre [3], Borel [4], Lee and Szczarba [14,15],
Schwermer [20], Lee [16] and Soulé [25].

To prove the formula for the Lefschetz number we proceed as follows. In §1

we observe that the Lefschetz flxpoint formula

holds. The right side dénotes the Euler-Poincaré characteristic of the fixpoint set

(XIr)r of the opération of r on XIF. It is shown in 1.3 that the connected

components of (X/F)T correspond bijectively to the non abelian cohomology
HHq, F), g {l,T}. The cohomology set is nothing else but a set of certain
équivalence classes of unimodular bilinear forms represented by symmetric matrices

7 e F. The fixpoint set F(y) determined by such a symmetric matrix y is the

image of the spécial orthogonal group SO (y)(R) belonging to 7 under some map
SO (7KR) -> Sln (R) -» X/F. We détermine H^T) in §2 and §3. In §4 we

compute volumes of some orthogonal groups in a local situation and détermine
Euler-Poincaré measures in the sensé of Serre [23]. In §5 we use the formula of
Minkowski-Siegel, the détermination of HHg, F) and the computation of the local
volumes to obtain the final formula.

Généralisations of this procédure to get invariants of H*(F, Q) for other
arithmetic groups F are possible. For galois-operations on F see [19]. Our resuit

supports the idea that there should be a lifting from some automorphic forms of
orthogonal groups to automorphic forms of the spécial linear group.

§0. Notation

0.1. Suppose that f:M-^>M is a map and M a set. Then we dénote the

fixpoint set of / by Mf {m e M/f(m) m}. Let \M\ be the cardinality of M. The

symbols N, Z, Q, R, C are used in their usual meaning.

0.2. If aeQ then [a] dénotes the biggest integer which is smaller than or
equal to a. For integers m and n we write m | n if m divides n and m n if m
does not divide n. We write (m, n)=l if m and n are relatively prime, and

m s j mod n if m is of the form m=j + k • n ; j, k e Z.

0.3. If p is a prime number we dénote by Qp the field of p-adic numbers and

by Zp the ring of p-adic integers in Qp. The normalized absolut value || |jp on Qp
has the property that ||p||p p"1. A typical place of Q is denoted by v. If v is not
finite then u 00 and Qv R.
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0.4. Let Mn (R) be the R-algebra of nxn matrices with coefficients in the

ring R. Dénote by Gln (R) (resp. Sln (R)) the group of éléments of Mn (R) with
invertible déterminant in R (resp. déterminant 1). For A €Mn (R) we dénote by
'A the transpose of A. If 6eGln (R) $nd b *b then we define the group of
isometries with déterminant 1 of the bilinear form b by SO(fc)(JR)

{A€Sln (R)/tAb~1A -b~1}. In order to simplify the notation later on we use in
this définition b~x instead of b. If b E is the identity matrix we write SOn (R)
instead of SO (E)(JR).

0.5. We suppose that a finite group g opérâtes from the left on a group G by

group automorphisms. For a e q the opération is written in the form gt-^^g, geG.
In [21: Chap. I §5] the first non commutative cohomology set Hl(& G) is

explained. If y — {y^}, creg, is a cocycle for H1 (g, G) the group G together with a

new twisted opération of g given by g^yJ'gyZ1, g€ G is denoted by yG. How to
détermine fibres of certain maps between cohomology sets is described in [21:
Chap. I §5].

§1. Fixpoints of r and non commutative cohomology

We set rA=tA~1 for AeSln(R). The map t is just the standard Cartan
involution with respect to SOn (R)<=Sln (R). Let X be the symmetric space
SOn (R)\Sln (R). Then t opérâtes as an isometry on X. Hère X is endowed with
the right invariant Riemannian metric determined by the Cartan involution and
the Killing form belonging to Sln (R) [8: p. 159].

Suppose that Fc:Sln (Z) is a torsion free t-stable arithmetic subgroup. For
example we may take F F(m)9 m>3, a full congruence subgroup mod m of
Sln (Z) [17: p. 203, p. 211]. Then XIF is a Riemannian manifold on which r
opérâtes isometrically.

In this chapter we give a parametrisation of the connected components of the

fixpoint set (X/F)T by certain classes of intégral bilinear forms and show that the

fixpoint components are locally symmetric spaces belonging to some orthogonal
groups.

Some of the results and proofs of this paragraph extend to finite groups acting
on a semisimple algebraic group and stabilizing an arithmetic subgroup. For galois
actions see [19].

1.1. We dçfine g {l,r} and consider a cocycle b (l,b) for the non
commutative cohomology set H1^, F). The cohomology class determined by b will be

again denoted by b. By définition b (1, b)9 b e F, is a cocycle if b • tb~1 b -Tb

1, i.e., b *b. Two cocycles (1, b) and (1, d) are équivalent if there exists a c e F
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with d c~l • b • Tc, i.e., c • d • lc b. If for example F Sln (Z) then we get a

bijection of H1(g, F) with the set of Sln (Z)-équivalence classes of intégral
unimodular bilinear forms as follows. To every cocycle (1, b) we associate the
bilinear form b(x, y) fx • b • y. Hère x, y €Zn are considérée as row vectors.

1.2. We can construct points in (X/F)T as follows. If b (1, b) is a cocycle for
Hx(q,F) we define by fA b • TA • b"1 a new opération of f on Sln (R) and on F.

For x € X we define *x Tx • fc~\ For xeX and g g Sln (R) we then hâve f(x • g)
fx • ?g. Therefore we hâve an opération of f on X/F and this opération coincides
with the old opération of t. If X(b) dénotes the set of fixpoints of f on X and

F(b) the set of fixpoints of f in F then the image F(b) of the natural map

clearly lies in (X/F)T and dépends only on the cohomology class represented by b.

Moreover as F is torsion free it is easy to check that we hâve a natural
isomorphism X{b)IF(b)^ F(b). We will see that F(b)^0 and that ail fixpoints
arise from this construction.

PROPOSITION 1.3

(X/F)T U F(b).
b<=Hl(q,r)

Hère we hâve a disjoint union of non empty and connected sets F(b). The fixpoint
component F(b) is locally convex, its fondamental group is isomorphic to F(b) and
its universal cover is contractible.

Proof. We observed that F{b)e(XjF)\ If xe(X/F)T is represented by xeX,
then Tx x • b with some beF. Because F is torsion free b is uniquely deter-
mined. We hâve T(Tx) x T(x • b) x • b • rb. Therefore b • Tb 1 and (1, b) is a

cocycle for H^^i&F). If we take another élément y=x*c, ce F, representing
xg(X/F)t, then c"1 • b • Tc is the cocycle associated to y. Therefore every xe
(X/F)T détermines uniquely a class in H\$, F) and we hâve (X/F)T U F(b),
b gHHô, F) as a disjoint union. By x»-»Tx • b, b as above, we hâve an isometric
opération on X. From [8: I, 13.5] we then see that F(b) is not empty. Any two
points of X(b) are joined by a unique géodésie of X [8: I, 13.3]. Therefore X(b)
is geodesially convex and ail statements are proven. q.e.d.

Remark, (i) The proof above shows that more generally the following hold.
Suppose that F is some group acting freely from the right on a set X. Let g be a

finite group acting from the left on F and on X in a compatible way, i.e.
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crx<Ty for xeX, y g F, ctgq. Suppose that for every cocycle c for H1 (g, F)
the c-twisted g-action has a fixpoint in X. If xog X is a fixpoint of the g-action on
X, then we hâve by 7 >-» x0 • y a map F —> X and an exact séquence 1 —? F -» X —»

X/F—» 1. We get an exact séquence of pointed sets

which describes the fixpoint set (X/F)9 completely. This can be applied to actions
of g on symmetric spaces, their compactifications and to actions on Bruhat-Tits
buildings.

ii) If F does not act freely, the above method to construct fixpoints works as

well. However there may be fixpoints which do not arise from that construction.

For every cocycle (1, b), beF, we now détermine X(b).

LEMMA 1.4. The natural inclusion SOn (R) c-^Sln(R) induces a bijection

Proof. If (1, g) is a cocycle for H*(g, Sln (R)) we hâve a twisted opération given
by x^Tx- g"1 on X. This opération is isometric and thus [8: I, 13.5] has a

fixpoint y eX. If xoeX is the point corresponding to SOn (R), then y x0 • fi"1

for some h g S\n (R). Hence y Ty • g"1 x0 • h"1 x0 • rh~l • g"1 and

h'1 • g • TheSOn (R). This means that i is surjective.
To prove the injectivity of i we consider two cocycles (1, kx) and (1, fc2),

kl9 fc2eSOn (R), and suppose that there exists a geSln(R) such that fc2

g"1 • &i ' Tg- From [8: III, 7.4] we hâve a unique Cartan décomposition Sln (R)
SOn (R) • F. Hère P is a closed and r-stable subset, P P~\ and for k e SOn (R)

we hâve fc1 • P • fc F. Write g k-p with k € SOn (R) and peP. Then fc2

p-i. jç-i. j^ rfc Tp _ £-1. fcx. Tfc p' for some p'eP. From the uniqueness of
the Cartan décomposition we get fc2 fc"1 • fcx • Tfc and thus i is injective. q.e.d.

Remark. The argument just given shows that an analog of Lemma 1.4 holds

more generally for any finite group g acting isometrically on a symmetric space.
For some other spécial cases see [1: 6.8] and [19: 1.6]

We now compute Hl(g, Sln (R)). In fact we just hâve to reinterpret the
classical theorem of Sylvester giving the classification of real quadratic forms.

We recall the notion of a signature. If b g Gln (R) is symmetric, then there
exists an A g Gln (R) such that 'A • b • A t)rs. Hère lx • t\rs • x
Zïr=i^?~I!jn=r+i *f for xgRh considered as row vector. The tuple (r,s) with
r + s n is called the signature of b. By Sylvester's theorem we hâve a bijection
H Kg, Gln (R)) 4{(r,s)6NxN/r + s n} induced by b «-> signature (b).
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LEMMA 1.5. The signature induces a bijection

H1^, Sln (R)) -^ {(r, s)€N xN/r+ s n, s 0 mod 2}.

Proof. From the exact séquence 1 -» Sln (R) -» Gln (R)——»R* —> 1 we get an

exact séquence

1 -* SOn (R) -> On (R) -* {±1} -*? HHg, Sln (*))-*> H1^ Gln (R)) -> H1^ R*).

In order to show that i is injective we hâve to twist the whole situation with a

cocycle (1, b) for H1^, Gln (R)) and to verify that the new boundary map db is

trivial. But this is obvious because every orthogonal group O (6)(R) contains a

reflection of déterminant — 1. Thus i is injective and the resuit follows
immediately. q.e.d.

By SO (r, s)(R) we dénote the spécial orthogonal group over R belonging to
the bilinear form tjm. Let SO (r, s)°(R) be the connected component of the

identity in SO (r, s)(R). We hâve SO (r, s)°(R)nSOn (R) SOr (R)xSOs(R). The
inclusion SO(r, s)°(R) <-* Sln (R) induces a difïeomorphism of SOr(R)x
SOs(R)\SO(r,s)°(R) onto a closed submanifold of X.

PROPOSITION 1.6. // (1, b) is a cocycle for Hl(g, T) and if (r, s) is the

signature of b, then there exists a g g Sln (R) such that

X(fc) SOr (R)xSOs (R)\SO (r, s)°(R) • g.

Proof. We consider (1, b) as cocycle for H1^ Sln (R)) and using 1.4 we

suppose that b e SOn. Then we hâve an exact séquence of pointed sets

1 -» bSOn (R)-* bSln(R)-H> bX-+ 1,

where the upper index b indicates that we consider the g-operation obtained by
twisting with b. We get an exact séquence l-»bSOn (R)T-»bSln (R)T-^bXT^>
H1(9,bSOn(R))-^H1(g,bSln(R)). Now bXT X(fc), bSln (RT =SO (fc)(R) and
bSOn (R)T SOn (R)nSO(b)(R). From 1.4 we deduce that i is a bijection. Hence
d is trivial. We know that X(b) is connected. The connected component
SO (fc)°(R) of the identity in SO (fc)(R) opérâtes transitively on X(b). By 1.5 there
is a g € Sln (R) such that b *g • r]rs • g. The desired resuit now follows. q.e.d.

Remark. Submanifolds like X(b)cX occur also naturally in the réduction
theory of indefînite quadratic forms [2: §5].
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COROLLARY 1.7. If b is a cocycle for H1(q, F) with signature (r, s) then the

dimension of F(b) is r • s.

Corollary 1.7 implies that F(b) consists of one point if and only if b considérée
as a quadratic form is definite. From the compactness criterion [2: §8] we deduce:

COROLLARY 1.8. The fixpoint set F(b) is compact and différent from a point
if and only if b considered as a quadratic form is indemnité and anisotropic over Q.

If n ^ 5 then by the theorem of Minkowski-Hasse an indefinite quadratic form
in n variables is isotropic over Q [22: p. 77].

It is well known that the abstract group cohomology H*(F, Q) coincides with
the cohomology H*(X/F, Q) of the topological space X/F. The space X/F has the

homotopy type of a compact manifold with boundary [7: 1.3.3.]. Therefore the

Q-dimension of H*(F, Q) is finite. The map t1 : H1 (F, Q) -* H*(F, Q) induced by t
has a trace denoted by tr(Tl). We de fine the Lefschetz number of t and F by
L(t, F) Xr=o(~l)1 tr(Tl). We can (and we will) consider this Lefschetz number
as the Lefschetz number L(t, X/F) of the continuous map t: X/F —» X/F. It is well
known that L(t, F)eZ. The Euler-Poincaré characteristic of a topological space
Y is enoted by

PROPOSITION 1.9 (Lefschetz fixpoint formula). With the notation introduced
above we hâve

Proof. Let N (n-l)(n + 2)/2 be the dimension of X. The involution t fixes
the point xoeX corresponding to SOn (R) and induces the multiplication with -1
in the tangent space in x0 at X. Clearly X/F is orientable. Dénote by Hf( Q)
cohomology with compact supports and by [X/F] g H^(X/F, Q) an orientation

class. We write the isomorphism H^(X/F, Q)-^Q determined by [X/F]
in the form a-* <a, [X/F]>. We hâve rN([X/F]) (-l)N[X/F]. By Poincaré

duality [26: p. 139, p. 149] we hâve a non degenerate pairing

H< (X/F, Q) x Hn-l(X/F, Q) -* Q

given by (a,(3)^(aU|8,[X/r]). Hère aUp is the cup product of a and p. If
t1c : HC(XIF, Q) -> Hlc(XIF, Q) is the map induced by t then for its trace tr «) we
hâve tr(Tc) (-l)N tr(rN"1). By the classical Lefschetz fixpoint formula
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Xc((Xir)r), see [28]. The index c on both sides of the équation
indicates that we are using cohomology with compact supports. We know from
1.3 and 1.7 that (X/F)T is a disjoint union of even dimensional manifolds. Thus

again by Poincaré duality xc((X/F)T) x((X/r)T) and the desired formula
follows. q.e.d.

§2. Equivalence classes of unimodular intégral bilinear forms

In this chapter we describe the /"-équivalence classes of certain unimodular
intégral bilinear forms in terms of their local data and the gênera fixed by the
local data. Again, as in §1, we use the language of non commutative cohomology.

2.1. For ail places v of Q we consider SLn (Qv) as a locally compact group in
the topology induced by the topology of Qv. Suppose that for ail finite places v of
Q an open compact subgroup Fv <=Sln (Qv) is given and that Fv =S\n (Zv) for
almost ail v. If v » set Fv =Sln (R). Then F f]v (Fv HSln (Q)) is a congruence
subgroup of Sln (Q) and by the strong approximation property of Sln/Q the closure
of F in Sln (Qv) is Fv for ail finite places v.

If F is T-stable then ail Fv are t-stable and the inclusion F -> Fv induces a

map hv: H\q, F) -* Hx(q, Fv). We will see in 3.1 that H\& Fv) {1} for almost ail
v. Therefore fL K h induces a map

For bv eHKg, Fv) the Hasse-Witt invariant ev(bv)e{±l} is defined [22: p. 64].
If {iJelI^H^rj we define e({bv}) l\v ev(bv). This makes sensé because

almost ail factors of the infinité product are 1.

Let A be the ring of adeles of Q. If b is a nondegenerate bilinear form over Q
then SO (b)(A) dénotes the group of A-valued points of SO (b)/Q. This group
contains diagonally the group SO (b)(Q) and also the subgroup fL (brTv).

PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose that F is a r-stable congruence subgroup of
Sln (Q) and use the notation introduced in 2.1. Then there is an exact séquence of
pointed sets

1 -* SOn (Q)\SOn (A)/I1 IZ4> H\q, F)±\}H^ô, Fv) A {±1}

The map d is injective.
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Proof. Consider the diagram

r*S1(
i i

From this we get the following commutative diagram with exact rows and columns

1 1 F
1 I 1

i - son (Q)/r > (su (Q)/iy > h'(g, n

—i 1 f^-
i -* son (A) /n n (su (A) /n nr—hio, n rj -? h1^, su (A)>

I i
-^SOn(Q)\SOn(A)/nn-

1

(Sln (Q)\Sln (A) /U rv)\

Using H\Q,rv) {l} for almost ail v we hâve H1(g,[luir;) ILH1^, rv) and

H1^, Sln (A)) Od H1^, Sln (QJ). Therefore h' coïncides up to isomorphy with
h. From the theorem of Hasse-Minkowski [22: p. 77] we get that h" is injective.
By strong approximation for Sln/Q the set Sln (Q)\Sln (A)/!^ f« consists of one
point. If we dénote by F the kernel of h' the existence and bijectivity of the
snaked arrow foliows by diagram chase.

We hâve to détermine the cokernel of W. If yeHx(Q,r) then eh(y) l by
[22: p. 73]. Consider {yv}e LL H1^, TJ with the property that FL ev(yv) 1. We
hâve maps 0, H1^, FJ ^ Hx(q9 FI, TJ -^ H1^, Sln (A)). Thus {yv} détermines a

class y for H1 (g, Sln (A))-^ U^H1^, Sln (Qv)) with trivial Hasse-Witt invariant.
From [22: p. 78] then y is in the image of Hl(â,S\n (Q))-» HHg, Sln (A)). If
(1, yJ is a cocycle representing yv we therefore hâve a cocycle (1, £), £g Sln (Q),
and an a {aje Sln (A) such that a~l • £ • X 7V for ail u. By strong approximation

a b • c"1 with b€Sln (Q), ce]\v Fv. Hence tj b'1 • ^ • Tb eF represents a

class tj with h(T)) {7v}. The surjectivity of e is easy to see. q.e.d.

Remark, i) This séquence détermines the image of h and the fiber of h

through the distinguished élément of H1^, F). If (1, b) is a cocycle for H1^, F)
then the fiber of h through the élément b represented by (1, b) is obtained by
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twisting [21: I, 5.4]. We get h-\{h(b)}) SO (b)(Q)\SO (b)(A)/II Fv (b). Hère we
abbreviate rv(b) bFTv.

ii) It is well known that the class number of spécial orthogonal groups is finite.
In the next chapter we see that \}v Hl(g, Fv) is finite. Hence H1^, F) is finite. In
[1: 3.8] there is a différent and simpler proof of the finiteness of Hl(q, F).

iii) Results similar to Proposition 2.2 hold more gênerally. For galois actions
see [19: 3.1].

§3. Local équivalence classes of unimodular bilinear forais

Let p be a prime number, / a non négative integer and n^2an integer. We
dénote by Fp(j) the kernel of the natural surjection Sln (Zp)—»Sln (Z/pJZ) and
observe that Fp(j) is r-stable. In this section we compute H1 (g, Fp(j)).

At first we consider H1^, Sln (Zp)). This set has been determined by Min-
kowski in a différent language. To state the resuit we need some notation.

Dénote by E, L, S the symmetric bilinear forms on Zp given for x
(xt,..., xj, y (yi,...,yn)eZJ by E(x,y) Iîl=slxlyl, L(x,y) -x1y1-x2y2 +
£r=3*iyi> S(x, y) Xr=2i x2l-iy2!+x2ly2l-i if h is even. The symmetric matrices

representing E, L, S with respect to the standard basis are again denoted by
E, L, S and E, L, S also dénote the cohomology classes represented by E, L, S

considered as cocycles.

PROPOSITION 3.1. If p£2 then Hl{g, Sln (ZP)) {1}. If p 2 and n^O
mod 4 then Hl(g, Sln (Z2)) consists of two classes which can be represented by E
and L.Ifp 2 and n^O mod 4 then Hl(& Sln (Z2)) consists of three classes which

can be represented by E, L and S.

Proof. The set H1^, Gln (Zp)) has been described in [12, p. 91]. From the

exact séquence 1 -* Sln (Zp) -» Gln (Zp) -> Z* -* 1 we get the exact séquence

1 -> H\q, SI» (Zp)) A H\& Gin (Zp)) -> Z*/(Z*)2 -> 1.

We twist the situation and show that i is actually injective. The resuit now
follows. q.e.d.

We collect some simple facts. Let Mn (A) be set of n x n-matrices with
coefficients in a ring A. For BeMn (A) define TB -tB. Dénote by Gp(j) the
kernel of the natural surjection Gln (Zp) -> Gln (Z/pJZ). Then the following hold.

i) For ail primes p and ail j'^1 there is an isomorphism of commutative
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groups with r-operation

Mn(Z/pZ)-^Gp(j)/Gp(/ + l)

J ROHLFS

given by lB mod Gp(/ + 1). Hère B€Mn(Zp) is a matrix with B
B mod p • Mn (Zp).

ii) If BepJ -Mn (Zp) and if and j>1 or p 2 and j>2 then Bnln\e
p21"1 • Mn (Zp). The séries exp (B) Y,n=oBnln\ converges and defînes a t-
equivariant bijection

exp:p'-Mn(Zp)-^Gp(/).

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let b be either the cocycle E or the cocycle L. Then for ail
j > 1 the natural map F20) —» r2(j)ir2(j +1) induces a bijection

h1^, br2(/)) ^ h1^ b(r2(j)ir2(j+d»

The cocycles for HHô, br2(j)) representing the différent classes can be chosen as

diagonal matrices with only integers out of {u, u(l + 2J)}, ue(l + 2J • Z2)2 on the

diagonal and (l + 2J)u occurring an even number of times. For p^2 and ail /^ 1

we hâve

Proof. We hâve the exact séquence l-> Gp(/ + l)—> GpO)-*
Gp(/)/Gp(j + l)-> 1 and thus for every cocycle d for HHg, Gln (Zp)) an exact

séquence

HHg, dGp(; +1)) A HHg, dGp(j)) ± HHg, d(Gp(y)/GP0' + D)).

Now d(Gp(/)/Gp(/ n (ZlpZ)^Mn (Z/pZ) as groups with r-operation.
The last isomorphism is given by B*-+B - d. Cocycles for H1(g, Mn (Z/pZ)) are
matrices AeMn(Z/pZ) with A-XA O and éléments of the form C + lC are
coboundaries. We get

If d E or d L ail cocycles can be represented by diagonal matrices where only
integers out of {1,1 + 2'} occur on the diagonal.
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If p j= 2 and / > 1 or if p 2 and \>2 the map u is trivial. To see this we take a

cocycle for HHg, d(Gp(/ + l))) represented by a matrix AgGp(j + 1) with A
d-'A-d"1. If A=exp(B), BepJ+1 • Mn (Zp), then B dtBd\ For C

exp (-B/2) then CeGp(j) and C"1 • d • TC • d"1 A. Similarily the natural map
H\Q,drp(j + l))-> H^Xij)) is trivial.

For p^2 and />1 we get HHg, Gp(j)) {l}. We write I/O) instead of
1 + pJZp. Then from the exact séquence 1 -* jTpO) -> Gp(/) -* I/O) -> 1 we get the
exact séquence

GPor -* i/or ^ HHg, rPo)) -> i.

We observe that d is trivial. The resuit for p^2 and /> 1 follows.
We hâve an exact séquence of commutative groups

o -> r2(j)ir2(j+1) -* G2(j)/G2(j+1) -» i/o')/i/o'+D -> o.

and U(j)IU(j + l) Zél2Z with trivial T-action. We get an exact séquence

(G2(j)IG2Q + 1))T -> Z/2Z -4 H^g, r20")/r20" + D) -*

Now d is trivial H^g, Z/2Z) Z/2Z and the last arrow is non trivial. Therefore
H1(g,r2a)/r20' + D) H1(g,L(r20)/r20 + l)))s(Z/2Z)n-1. If b=E or fc=L
then from the description of cocycles for H1(q, r2(j)/r2(j + l)) we see that the
natural map

H\g, br2(j))- HHg, b(r2(j)/r2(j+1»)

is surjective and our assertion follows for p 2 and j > 2.

From the exact séquence 1 -* T2(2) -^ T2(l) -» r2(l)/r2(2) -* 1 we get a map
d(r2(l)/r2(2))T-^H1(g,dr2(2)). We show that a is surjective. If AgT2(2), A
d-'A-d-1, A=exp(B), Be4-Mn(Z2) then B d'tBd1 and C l-B/2
represents an élément in a(G2(l)/G2(2))T which lies in the image of
d(r2(l)/F2(2))T. Now C"1 • d • tC"1 • d-^Cl + B^dCl + ^^d-^H-B+B2^^
1 + B + B2/2 s exp (B) mod 8 Mn (Z2). The natural map H1^, dr2(2)) ->
H1^, d(F2(2)/JH2(3))) is injective. Therefore the last équations mean that A is in
the image of d. We get that the natural map HHg, dF2(l)) -» HHg, d(r2(l)/JT2(2)))
is injective. Thus the claimed resuit holds also for p 2 and / 1. q.e.d.

Later on we need information on the fibers of the natural map H1^, jT2(1)) —»

HHg, Sln (Z2)). We use the following simple combinatorial facts.
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The number of subsets of even cardinality out of n éléments is 2" l. This
follows for example from the équation T =(l + l)n and 0 (l-l)n. We set

and

From considération of (1 —i)n, i (-l)1/2, we see that e(E)
è(2n"1 + 2n/2 • cos (ttm/4)) and e(L) è(2n"1 -2n/2 • cos (im/4)).

COROLLARY 3.3. The classes represented by E and by L form the image of
the natural map Hl(&, r2(l))-> H1 (g, Sln (Z2)). In HHg,r2(l)) there are e(E)
classes with image E and e(L) classes with image L.

Proof. Clearly E and L are in the image. The bilinear form S has the property
that S(x, x)/2eZ2 for ail x €Z2. As no bilinear form in the image of H\q, F2(l))
has this property S is not in the image. We hâve Hasse-Witt invariants e2(E) 1

and 62(L) -1. If 2 • t is the number of integers 1 + 2 occurring in the diagonal
représentation of a cocycle Aer2(l) for H^AU)) then e2(A) (-l)\ The
resuit now follows from the combinatorial meaning of e(E) and e(L). q.e.d.

§4. Volume computations

Let b € Sln (Z), n > 2, be a symmetric matrix. In this chapter we explicitly
chose biinvariant measures <ov on SO (b)(Qu) for ail places t; of Q such that \\v (ov

is the Tamagawa measure [7] on SO (b)(A) with A the ring of adeles over Q. We

compare w» with the Euler-Poincaré measure ex in the sensé of Serre [23: §3] on

The volumes of congruence subgroups of SO (b)(Qp) are computed. We will
explain in the beginning of the next chapter how such results are useful.

4.1. We recall some facts on Lie algebras of orthogonal groups. Let
so(b)(Q) {AGMn(Q)/A + btAfc-1 0}. If X, Yeso(b)(Q) then by e(X, Y)
—tr (X • Y)/2 we hâve a non degenerate bilinear form on so (b)(Q) and it is well
known that (X, Y)*-* -2(n -2)e(x, y) is the Killing form on so (b)(Q). If b E we
write son instead of so (fs)( Clearly son (Q) consists of skew symmetric
matrices. We hâve a natural basis {!!»,,},<, for son (Q) consisting of skew symmetric
matrices whose coefficients above the diagonal différent from the one coefficient
in the /-th place of the i-th column, which is one, are zéro. One has son_! (Q)^
son (Q) in a natural way. By induction on n we see that det (elu^, uk>i)I<J>k<i) 1.

This property is one reason for the choice of e. We hâve an isomorphism of vector
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spaces so (b)(Q) ^> son (Q) given by A *-* A • b. Therefore we hâve a natural basis

eltJ:= u,,, • b"1, i<j, of so(fc)(Q) and because det(b)=l we find
det (e(eM, ekl)l<}k<l) ±1. We dénote the dual basis of elt}, i</, by deip i <j.

4.2. Set d n(n -1)/2 and choose some order el9..., ed of the basis éléments
of so(fc)(Q). Then ù) detA- • Aded is a form of highest degree on so(b)(Q)
which can be extended by left translation to a differential form on the algebraic
group SO (b)IQ. If Xu ,Xdeso (b)(Q) are linear independent, then

a>(Xu Xd) sign (Xu Xd)( +jdet (e(Xl5 X,)^, ,d|1/2).

Hère signCX^... ,Xd)= 1 if X!,...,Xd détermine the same orientation as

eu ed and sign (Xu Xd) -1 otherwise. This formula has to be checked

only for the basis eu ed and follows then from 4.1. From the last équation we
see that o> is invariant under the adjoint action of SO (b)/Q. Therefore <o is a
biinvariant differential form.

4.3. The differential form eu détermines for each place v of Q a biinvariant
measure <ov on the locally compact group SO (b)(Qv). This is explained in [7]. We
can describe the measures œv as follows.

i) if v oo then on SO (b)(R) the measure ay^ is the measure which in the
sensé of differential geometry belongs to the (possibly non positive) metric
induced by eQ.

ii) Suppose that v p. The exponential map exp defines a bianalytic map of a

neighbourhood V of 0 in so(b)(Qv) onto a neighbourhood U of the identity
élément in SO(b)(Qv). For YeVwe identify the tangentspace in exp (Y) at
SO (b)(Qv) by left translation with the Lie algebra. Therefore the déterminant of
the differential of exp in the point Y det (Dexp|Y) makes sensé. If V is small
enough then ||det (Dexp|Y)||p 1 because Dexp|0 H We consider <o as constant
differential form on V. Then by the transformation rule of intégrais

I (o.

If Xu... ,Xd€so(5)(QJ are linear independent and if P

Zp • Xd c V then Jexp(P) a>v ||det e(X,, X,XJp72.

4.4. Let A be the adele ring of Q. Then SO (b)(A) is a locally compact group
and <à détermines a biinvariant measure denoted by <o =fl <»v on SO (b)(A). This
and the notation <o =IL <*v is explained in [7]. On SO (6)(Q)\SO (fc)(A) there is a
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measure induced by <o and by the formula of Minkowski-Siegel we hâve the
volume vol^ (SO (b)(Q)\SO (b)(A)) 2. If n > 3 see [27] if n 2 see [18: p. 128].
This resuit is for n - 2 nothing else but a translation of the analytical class number
formula for quadratic extensions of Q.

We now compare the GauB-Bonnet form with a)*,. In principle such a

comparison has been done by Siegel [24: III, 79, §3, §4].

PROPOSITION 4.5. Suppose that b is a rational non degenerate bilinear form
of signature (r, 2/), r + 2j n. Set l [n/2] and define a biinvariant measure ex on
SO (fc)(R) by

=<-»¦<;>

Then for every torsion free arithmetic subgroup F of SO (b)(Q) the following holds

(b)(R)/r

Proof. If / 0 or 2/ n then SO (6)(R) is compact, F {1}, and the assertion is

trivially true. Suppose now that /^0 and 2\f n. Then SO (fc)(R) is non compact
and has two connected components [8: p. 346]. We consider the symmetric space
X iC\SO(b)(R) where K is a maximal compact subgroup of SO(fc)(R). The

group K meets both components of SO (fc)(R) and the connected components of
the identity K° of K is isomorphic to SOr (R)xSO2l (R). This group contains a

compact torus of maximal rank [n/2] [r/2]-f/. From Harder's Gauft-Bonnet
theorem [7] we see that there exists a SO (b)(R)-right invariant differential form

(ox of highest degree on X such that

hc/r

for ail arithmetic torsion free subgroups F<= SO (b)(Q). Moreover it is well known
that o)x can be computed in a universal way from the curvature tensor R of X
[13: p. 318].

To compute a>x we at first recall the Hirzebruch proportionality principle [9: p.
134]. Let I =so (fc)(R) be the Lie algebra of SO (fc)(R), let ï c I be the subalgebra
corresponding to K and let I I © p be the Cartan décomposition. If xoe X is the
point corresponding to K then p is the tangent space of X at x0. The subspace f
is orthogonal to p with respect to the bilinear form e(,). Thus ~e(,) induces by
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right translation a Riemannian metric on X. The connectée! real Lie subgroup of
SO (b)(C) corresponding to the real subalgebra ï ©ip is denoted by Go. Consider
I ©RC as a real Lie algebra and I c I ©RC as a subalgebra. Then there is a natural
extension of e(,) to a real bilinear form on I©RC which we again dénote by e(,).
This e induces a Riemannian metric on the compact symmetric space Xo JK"°\ Go
and the map Y*-*i - Y from p to ip induces an open immersion j:X->Xo which
is an isometry on the tangent spaces at the point corresponding to K°.

It is known that the curvature tensors jR resp. Ro on X resp. Xo are
SO (b)(R)-resp. G0-right invariant and that for U,V,We p we hâve

R(U, V, W) -[[[/, V], W] resp. JR0(ît7, iV, iW) -[[il/, iV], iW]. Hence
-/*|XoKo Rl^. The G0-right invariant Gau8-Bonnet form o>0x on Xo has the
form o)0x =c - v0 where c eR and where v0 is the right invariant volume form
determined by e on Xo. On the other hand (ox and û)Ox are given as universal
polynomials in the curvature tensors. Using -/*|XoR0 R|Xo we see that <ox\Xo

(-l)r J • c - v\Xo. Hère v is the volume form on X determined by e. Hopf and
Samelson proved that *(X0) |Wgo| • | W^l"-1 where |WgJ and iW^ol are the
orders of the Weyl groups of Go and K°. Therefore c

IWGo| |WkoI"1 volO0 (K°\Go)-\ Now

f i) vol(K)-1
hcir «ko (b)(R)/r

We get

I WQo\ -1 WkoI"1 volUo (K^Go)-1 f a). X(H.
•%o(b)(R)/r

We hâve to compute the factors on the left hand side. Obviously ï©ip is a real

compact form for 1©RC. Therefore [8: III, 7.3] the group Go is conjugate in
SO(6)(C) to SOn(R) and K° SOr (R)xSO2j, (R). Thus \WGq\ and |lVKo| are
known. We hâve vol (K) 2 • vol (K°). Because Go and SOn (R) are conjugate in
SO (b)(C) and because the volume éléments on both groups are induced from the
same SO (fo)(C)-invariant bilinear form on Î©RC we hâve vol(G0)
vol (SOn (R)). The desired formula follows now easily. q.e.d.

If Kv c SO (b)(Qu) is a compact subset we write vol (Kv) for the volume of Kv
with respect to the measures introduced in 4.3.

LEMMA 4.6. Dénote by vol(SJ), j'ssl, the volume of the standard j-
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dimensional sphère of radius 1 with respect to the euclidean volume élément. Then

vol (SOn (R)) vol (S1) vol (S""1).

We hâve

Proof. We hâve a fibration SOn-t (R) -> SOn (R)-* S""1. If N
(1,0, ...,0)eRn then for AeSOn(R) we define /(A) A(JV) A • 'N. On
son (RJ/sOn-j (R) we hâve an induced scalar product and / induces an isometry of
son (R)/son_! (R) with the tangent space of S""1 at N. The tangent space hère is

equipped with the euclidean scalar product. The resuit now follows by induction
and by well known formulas for vol (S1), q.e.d.

PROPOSITION 4.7. With the notation introduced in §3 the following formulas
hold.

i)

vol(SOn(Z2)

If p î 2 then

vol(SOn(Zp))

¦ff
(l-p-"/2)

-p 2j) if n 1 mod 2

i Ô (1-P~2j) if n^0mod4

[(n-l)/2]
Jj[ (l-p"2j) i/ n 2mod4

Hère we hâve x(p) (—l)(p 1)/2. For ail primes p
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ii)

vol(SO(L)(Z2))

iii)

vol(SO(S)(Z2)) (l-2~n/2) fi d-2"2]) if

Proof. Let b be one of the matrices E, L, S. Suppose that p ± 2 and / > 1 or
p 2 and / > 2. Then we hâve a bijection exp: pJ • Mn(Zp) -^ FP0) and brp(j)T

{AepJ -Mn (Zp)/A • fc+'(A • b) 0}-^{J3epJ •Mn(Zp)/B + fB 0}. The last

isomorphism is given by A •-* A • b and is an isomorphism of free Zp-modules.
By définition of our measure and 4.3 we get vol (brp(/)T) p~J n(n"1)/2.

We consider now the case that p 2 and / 1 and b=E or b=L. Then we
hâve an exact séquence

i -» br2(i)7br2(2r -> b(r2(i)/r2(2)r ^> h1^, br2(2)> -> h1^, br2(i))

From 3.2 we know that a is surjective and that \Hx(q, bF2(2))| 2n~\ It is easy to
see that |b(r2(l)/r2(2))T| 2n-1 • 2n(n~1)/2 and we find that the index of br2(2)T in
bF2(l)T is 2n(n~1)/2. Together with the above computation we now hâve proven the
last formulas of i) and ii).

If p^2 then from 3.1 we hâve an isomorphism
SOn (Zp)/rp(l)T^»SOn (Z/pZ). The order of SOn (Z/pZ) is known [6: 25.4] and
the second formula of i) follows.

We now prove the first formulas of i) and ii). Let b be the matrix E or L. We
consider the diagram

i -» b(r2(i)/r2(2)r -> b(r2/r2(2)r -» b(r2/r2(i)r
-s* h\q, b(r2(i)/r2(2))) -> h1(b, b(r2/r2(2)))

From 3.3 we know that im(d) has e(b) éléments. Now b(r2(l)/r2(2))T has

2n-i. 2»<»-iv2 éléments. Therefore b(r2/r2(2))T has 2n~x • 2n(n'1)/2 |(r2/r2(l))T| e(b)"1
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éléments. From [5: p. 63] we deduce that

[(n-l

With the exact séquence

i -» brybr2(2r -> b(r2/r2(2)r -* h1^, br2(2)) -> 1,

the formulas |H1(g,br2(2))| 2n-1 and vol (br2(2)T) 2"n(n-1) we find the desired
resuit.

We define the quadratic form qs(x) S(x, x)/2, xeZJ. The orthogonal group
O (%)/Z2 then is smooth. By Hensels lemma we find

O(%)/sr2(2r^O(qs)(Z/4Z).

From [6: 25.1] we hâve |O (qs)(Z/4Z)| 2 • 2n(n~l) • (1-2-') • nj-\ (l-2~2j), 1

n/2. In the beginning of this proof we saw vol (sr2(2)T) 2~n(n~1). Therefore iii)
follows. q.e.d.

Remark. We compare our local volumes with the local factors occurring in the
classical Minkowski-Siegel formula. We use Siegels notation [24: I p. 367] and

get.

Aœ(E, E) 2~n+1 vol (SOn (R)).

If b is one of the matrices E, L, S then

«2(6, b) 2"-1 vol (SO (b)(Z2))

for

§5. The Euler-Poincaré characteristics of the fixpoint set

We know from 1.3 that for each class beHx{q,r) we hâve a fixpoint set

F(b)a(Xir)\ If (1,6) is a cocycle representing b, then

X(F(b))=[ ex
Jso (b)(R)/ro>)
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by 4.5. In order to apply 4.5 we hâve to know vol (SO (b)(R)/r(b)). It turns out to
be easier (and sufficient) to compute the volume of certain unions of such spaces.
To do this we use the Minkowski-Siegel formula, i.e., the fact that the Tamagawa
number of an orthogonal group is 2. Using ail the local results we hâve obtained
and the classification of §2 we finish this paper with an explicit formula for the
Lefschetz number L(t, F(m)).

5.1. If (1, b) is a cocycle for JfHô, F) we get by twisting from 2.2 an exact

séquence

1 -* SO (b)(Q)\SO (6)(A) /fi r.W-UH'Jo, T)-^LI «Kg, Tv).

Hère we use the notation rv(b) brrv.

We describe the fixpoint set corresponding to a class c in the kernel of hb. If
xeSO(b)(A) represents a class c then x also represents an élément in
b(Sln(A)/nu rv)r. By strong approximation write x g • tj with geSln(Q), r\ e

fit, Fv. Then y g"1 • b • Tg • b'1 € F gives a cocycle for H\q, bD which by définition

of i represents i(c). We get

{uer/b -T(g- u • g-')b'l g-u :g-1}
g-1 • so (b)(Q) • g nr= g-Hgrg-1 nso (b)(Q))g.

Clearly x(br(y)) x(g ' bT(y) • g"1). Therefore it suffices to compute
vol (SO (b)(R)/g • T • g1 HSO (fc)(R)).

5.2. We get a sum of such volumes as follows. Write SO(b)(A)
Ur=bi)nuru(b)-xr1-SO(fe)(Q) as a disjoint finite union with xleSO(fc)(A),
i 1,..., n(b), representing the différent classes in SO (fc)(Q)\SO (b)
(AyiLnoo. Now nvrv(b)x71'SO(b)(Q) x;1-xinvrv(b)-x;l-so(b)(Q)
and xl(TlurtJ(b))xr1nSO(b)(Q) xl(nuru)xr1nSO(6)(Q). As above we write
x, a • u, with a e Sln (Q) and u, eflu T,. We get SO (6)(Q) H xt 11, Tv(b)x;1
SO (5)(Q)ngirg~1 and hâve a décomposition

rv(b) • x;1 • so (b)(Q) xrx(so (fc)(R)xn kp • rp(6) • x-pVsoa>)(Q)

Hère xip is the component at the place p of xr If w is the Tamagawa measure
then voL (TI, rw(6) • x,"1 • SO (b)(Q)/SO (fc)(Q)) vol., (SO (b)(R)xnp x,p • rp(6) •

x~p1/SO(b)(Q)ngirgr1). From the natural flbration

so (6)(R)xn ^ • rp(b) • x-pVso (6)(Q)n

-+ SO (b)(R)/SO (b)(Q) H g^gr1
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and the invariance of the factors o)v of œ we get

vol. (ij nWxr1 SO (6)(Q)/SO (t)(Q)) voU (SO (&)(R)/SO (ft)(Q) n g^gi"1)

Now vot (SO (ft)(A)/SO (ft)(Q)) 2 and we obtain finally

n(b)I (so (ft)(R)/so (6)(Q) n argr1) 2 n vol (rp(&)r'.

5.3. We suppose now that r r(m), m>3, is a full congruence subgroup
mod m of Sln (Z). From 5.1, 5.2 and 4.4 we see that

Z X(F(7))=2(-I)d(b)( ' )vol(SOn (R))"1!!
eH^D \S{D)/Z/ P

Hère (r(b), s(b)) is the signature of b and d(b) r(b) • s(b)/2. The right hand side

of the équation dépends only on the image of b in Hx(o, Sln (R))x
IlpHHâ, Sln (Zp)) and we know from §3 that only the places 2 and °° of Q
contribute. Therefore we write

L(t,D= I x(F(y))+ I x(F(7))+ I X(F(7»

Hère r2:H1(g, F2)-^HI(9, Sln (Z2)) is the map induced by the inclusion F2 ~^v

Sln (Z2).
K r2(7) £ then the Hasse-Witt invariants are e2(y) 1 and e^iy)

(_1)S(^(s(Y)-i)/2=1 Therefore S(7)^0mod4 and (-l)dCv)=l. We hâve

for 7 € H1^, S^ (R)) and e^y) 1. We get

I *(F(7)) 21 vol (SOn (R))-1 II vol (nCE))-1 \rï\{E})\.

L then the Hasse-Witt invariants are £2(7) -l and 600(7)

-i)/2 _1 Therefore 5(7) 2 mod 4 and (-l)d(^ (-l)n. We hâve
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(s4>/2) 2' ' for y e W(q, Sln(R)) and eœ(7) -1 We get

293

I x(F(y)) (-1)"2' vol (SOB (R)) ' U vol (rp(L)) 1 |r2 \{L})\
r (y) L P

If r2(7) S then n 0 mod 4 and T2 Sln (Z2) We hâve e2(y) 1, (-l)d(<Y) 1

and s(y) 0mod4 Therefore we get

r2(y) S p

5 4 Using the local results of §3 we see that the number L(t, r(m)) has the

followmg form It îs a product of a rational number depending elementary on n
and m with some power of tt and with factors of the form £(2j), jeN, and a

factor L(x, /) if n 2 mod 4 Hère £(2/) îs the Riemann zêta function at 2/ and
L(x, l) îs the value of the L-function belongmg to the non trivial character of
Q0)/Q at / In order to avoid irrationalités in the final formula for L(r, r(m)) we
use the functional équations

2r(s)cos(7rs/2) 22T(s)sm(7rS/2)

for seC Hère F( dénotes the gamma function [11 §1] I hope no confusion
with the notation of congruence subgroups will anse

5 5 To shorten the notation we set / [n/2] and mtroduce the followmg
abbreviations For ail 2<neN, n^2mod4 and 3<meN we define an integer
u(n, m)

u(n, m)

1 if 2 | m and 4/|" m and n 1 mod 2 or
if (2, m) 1 and n 1 mod 2

if 4|m and n lmod2
if (2, m)=l and n

if 2 I m and n 0 mod 4

We define

[
1

(2,4, ,2/) if

(2,4, ,21-2,0 if 2l
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By x' Z —> {±1, 0} we dénote the number theoretical character with x(n) 0 if n is

even and *(n) (-l)(n~1)/2 if n is odd. We define

if n
p|m i l

c(n, m)-
¦ÏI^-X(P)P~1)ÏÎ^-P^) « n ^2 mod 4.

p|m i=l
mn(n-l)/2

THEOREM 5.6. If n>2 and m>3 and i/ T(m) is the full congmence
subgroup mod m of Sln (Z) then the following hold

t 2 mod 4

resp.

L(r, F(m)) u(n, m)c(n, m) fi

The right hand side of the formula for L(r, F(m)) is computable in terms of
Bernoulli numbers if n^ 2 mod 4 and in terms of generalized Bernoulli numbers if
n 2 mod 4 [11: §2]. We give a list of the first few values of L(r, F(m)).

L(t, T(3)) L(t,

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

2

-2
7-22
-32 • 22

23. 34.
23 • 35 •

24. 37

24.3n

7

13

112-13
¦13-41

2
23

27

211

218

226

237

245 • 17
10 25 • 315 • 5 • 13 • 41 • 61 258 • 5 • 17

Concluding remark. Obviously we hâve an estimation dimQH*(r, Q)>
|L(t, F)|. Together with our formula for the Lefschetz number this gives some
idea how big H*(r, Q) is.

Using information on the cohomology of the boundary d(X/F) of the
Borel-Serre compactification X/F of X/F one can try to do more. If the
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Lefschetz number of t acting on the image of the natural map

H*(X/r,Q)-^^H*(d(X/D),Q) îs known-here one has to use Schwermer's

methods [20] - one can compute the Lefschetz number of r acting on the image
H?(X/r, Q) of the cohomology with compact supports H?(X/JT, Q) m H*(X/r, Q)
Now B Speh has determined ail the irreducible représentations of Sln (R) having
non trivial cohomology [B Speh Bonn 1980, pnvate communication] Thus

hopefully one has a chance to get information on multiphcities of cuspidal
représentations having non trivial cohomology Naturally Langland's lifting pnnci-
ple îs connected with ail of this

For S13/Q R Lee and J Schwermer are pursumg thèse questions
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